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CEAPTEE I
THE PEOBLm
Tb.0 primary purpose of this study was an attempt to determine 
vAiether certain ’̂raduates of Butte Public Higki School exhibited a 
statistically significant difference in performance on tests of 
effect!venes -' of expression and mechanics of eizpresslon at the college 
level. A secondary purpose of the study was an attoiapt to determine 
the degree of relationship between measured general academic ability 
and performance in the areas of mechanics and effectiveness of 
expression in üiglish.
IMPORTANCE OF ThZ PROBIEU
The writer was a member of a group appointed to examine the 
possible revisions in the English curriculum at the junior high school 
level of the Butte Public School system.
There was agreement within the group that traditionally there 
may have been more emphasis placed upon instruction in mechanics of 
expression than upon the effectiveness of expression. The thought 
also existed that for studmits preparing for college such emphasis may 
have eventually resulted in performance of expression below the desired 
standard.
Since little or no objective evidence existed as to the re lity 
of this condition, this study was undertaken. A knowledge of whether 
the curriculum as it now exists malces adequate provision for Instruction
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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in the effective use of the English language will he necessary before 
the actual revision begins.
DI'imaTATlOR OF THE PROBLEM
This study was restricted to an investigation of the results 
obtained from the scores made by Butte High School students entering 
the Montana State University in the fall of each year from 1948 
through 1956.
This study was of necessity limited to those students who 
entered Montana State University and had taken two tests — namely,
The American Council on Education Psychological Examination, hereafter 
referred to as the ACE, and the English Cooperative Test.
A possibility exists that if all Butte High School graduates 
were compared to a population of high school graduates, whether college 
preparatory or not, the results would have been the same. Again, if 
all high school graduates who enter college could be tested, the results 
mi^t be different from those obtained from Montana State University 
entries.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Mechanics of Expression in this study is defined as grammatical 
usage, punctuation, capitalization, and spelling as used in English 
composition.
Effectiveness of Expression will be considered as sentence 
structure and style of prose, the ability to rearx-ange disorganized 
items in a composition, and to complete a partial outline.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
C M A P T S R  I I
ilEVIE.; OP RELATED LITERATURE
Much, has been written about Ehglish as the term applies to
literature, composition, grammar, mechanics, and effectiveness of
expression. However, a limited amount of research seems to have been
done in determining the degree of relationship between measured
general academic ability and performance in the areas of mechanics ox
expression and effectiveness of expression at the college level,
Monroe notes that the results of research in English have not
been as far reaching as might he expected. The condition may be due
to the quality of the research which has been done. Again, the condition
may be due to the failure to maize use of the available results,^
Respite the fact that studies pertaining to the exact nature
of this problem were not available, it v/ao deemed feasible to examine
the literature for the research which had boon done in this field,
fletcher and Hildreth in interpreting the results of the Ohio
State University Bxiglish Placement Tost and the Ohio Otate Psychological
■Examination noted that the most effective teaching of frosh,man English
composition is best accomplished when students are assigned to the course
2on the basis of ability and achievement.
"/alter G, Monroe (ed, ), The Encyclopedia of Educational Research 
(Hew York; The Macmillan Company, 1941 )f p.
^?rank M, Fletcher, Jr., et al., "The Evaluation of an English 
Placement Test," Educational Research Bulletin, 28:7—17» January to 
December, 1949*
— 3—
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Therefore, The Ohio St ate Univer3it.y English Placement Test 
is divided Into siz parts — namely, spelling, punctuation, usage, 
vocabulary, grammar, and sentence revision*
The h i ^  degree of relationship between the scores on the English 
Placement Test and the Ohio 3tat e Psychological Examinât ion, hereafter 
known as the O.S.P.E., (*75 with the total group) raised an i^oue as
to whether the administration of both tests was essential. The authors
concluded that,
Although the Ikigllsh Placement Test and the O.S.P.E. do 
intercorrelate hifÿily# they do not measure exactly the same
things. Approzimately 20 per cent of the students with scores
below the Ipth percentile on the English Placement Test had
0.3.P.S* scores above th: 30+.h percentile. Presumably, most 
of the students had ability to master English composition, 
but their achievement had becai retarded for one rea , >n or 
another. Hence, this group should profit by Enjlish 400 course. 
It is possible that students with superior ability r.,s indicated 
by the O.J.P.E. might well be able to do adequate work in 
English 401 and O.S.P.E. scores should bo taken into account 
in placing students in courses.3
Commenting on the need for remedial work in English, Giles M. 
3inclair states,
At one Eidwost institution of which I have personal 
knowledge, 65,̂  of the total English faculty load is devoted 
to remedial sections. At a highly respected university in 
California 2CT’' of the entering frcsiimen go into remedial 
English. In a hundred college catalogs chosen at random I 
found none which did not offer a remedial couase, .... It 
seems likely that 20 to pO per cent of college compo ition 
is being taught at high school level.4
^Ibid., pp. 7-17*
^Giles M. Sinclair, "An Ounce and a Pound: High School and College
English." Collage English. April, I55U, pp. 2^1-295.
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Sinclair assorts that tha inclusion of a liî h school English 
course in the college curriculum is one means of articulating the 
programs, hut it apparently is not a satisfactory one from the stand­
point of student, college, or high school* The University of California, 
the University of Illinois, and the University of Washington are 
preparing to take steps to eliminate remedial classes from the regular 
schedules.-^
"The high schools and the colleges," Sinclair maintains, "can 
to a large e:ctont solve the problem if they see it aa a common one."
They can attempt to make a wise division of responsibility (not blarao) 
and concentrate on thoae aspects of a solution vrhich can be solved 
directly.^
Administrators, advisers, and counselors, as well as high school 
students must be convinced of the need for every hiyb. school student, 
who receives a diploma to have had a well-directed experience in reading 
adult material. Ho mu i al o hi.ve developed sufficient skill in v/riting, 
so that he la not handicapped v;hen he enters college.?
A manner of solving the problem is suggested in the Minnesota 
Communications Program* In December the High school students in the 
area were invited to the college to take the English Cooperative Test 
plus a four hundred word theme* The high schools then offered remedial
Qclasses to those students having weaknesses*°
^Ibid., pp. 2 9 1 -2 9 3
^Ibid*. pp. 2 9 1 -2 9 3
?Ibid*, pp. 2 9 1 -2 9 3
^Ibid*. pp. 2 9 1 -2 9 3
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That there is a direct relaticnshi > between cUolcstic altitude 
or jeneral intelligence with reference to the reçulreaents of most 
college curricula has 'been noted by people in the field of research.
Lorgo and Kruglov were primarily concerned with the relation 
between intelligence and written composition. They maintain that, "In 
practice it has been assumed that the quality of a person’s written 
expression is a reflection of his intellectual ability. Educators have 
long assumed that the relationship between intelligence and the general 
merit of composition is
Reed said, "We should judge intelligence to be the most important 
single factor of ability in English composition."10
The study by Lorge and Kruglov was designed "to test the 
hypothesis that both the structural and conceptual aspects of written 
composition are indicative of the general int-llectual level."H
The study was limited to eighty—two students, all about the 
same age, ;;ho were members of the ei^th and ninth grades of the îîew York 
City public schools. Since more than half the students in the study were 
applicantof highly selective schools in New York, and since the 
remainder came from so-called average classes, the sample may still 
exclude the very low osnd of the intelligence range for twelve to fourteen 
year olds.
^Irving Lorge, et al.. ’̂ he Eel. tion between Merit of Written 
Expression and Intelligence," Journal of Educational Research, 44sp07—19f»™iui,.ir..L«i........  ■Ucorch^^l951
Ibid.. p. 5 0 7. 
"̂"ibld.. p. 9 1 0.
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Sacla student was (̂ iven a vocabulary test and risked to write a 
composition of about one hundred words, The ei^ty-two compositions 
were evaluated In. two ways. One measure was obtained from the lor̂ re 
Readability Formula (a weighted composite of the relative number of 
hard wordsj I.e., words not on the Dale Lijt of 7^9 Lasy ' ordej of the 
relative number of prepositional phrasesj and average sentence length).
Six doctoral candidates in the field of educational psychology 
were thon asked to .renlc thooe compositions from poore ,t to best. No 
two compoaitlonB were to be giv.n the same rank.
The eighty—two comix) .itions ruined from a low of .p9 to a 
high of .76 with the average intercoxTslation at .67*
The authors concluded as a result of thi^ ctucy,
First, that even at a specified age, tliexis .i significant 
relationship botwecn the atruotucral elements of composition 
(average sentence len̂ gtli, relative number of xi. rd words, and 
relative number of prepositional phrases) .and intellectual 
ability.
Secondly, there is a .significant relationship between 
concept or "merit" aspects of vrritten expression and intellectual 
ability. Thirdly, otructviral and conceptual aspects of written 
exoreo.îion are significantly related to one another.
And finally, the relatioashrp between conceptual or "merit" 
difficulty and Intel11goneo is oiguiflc ntly higher than the 
relationship between structural or roadability difficulty and 
intelligence. The data suggests that although "genoral goodness" 
of wrikton expression involves structural elements, it includes 
much norc. The mors involves tue comrTonicaiion of experience 
v/itn .:ignificant effect.
D. E. Elev/ett .̂ aid in his study Decline of Verbal a tan dards in 
Universities, "People ax*e endowed v.lth varying degrees of v.:rbal ability, 
bome are almost destitue of abilityj some are rf m r.cably facile; the
^^Ibid.. p. 910.
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talent:; of the vr„ot cajorlty fall at .-.o.ao point in "betv/ecn. ^
It is intcre tinj to note tlic fcllowinj ol..atlons uy
Ele'iTett,
'Thile in all the facets of the c u r r a v ; o  must scol; 
to maintain tao highest possible standards coapa .ible v/itii 
the needs and welfare of our rociety, it r.-ti-;-': 'b'-- realised that 
a guest for a _ross fault in the mechanics of the educational 
system is a wa;te of time. In so t'us? as this guest implies 
incapacity or apathy on the part of teacacrs, it i_, most unfair 
and can have on?m a n.r;lijÿiant effect on school morale. 4
He concludes his observation... by notiny that tv/o factors must
be considered in examining the relationship between intelligence and
verbal ability - namely, Increased university enrollment and ciinyes in
hijh school curriculum.
ITalle ,?n increase in enr >lltumt tend.;: to lower the .averay©
intellectual level of university student ;, the ch n j, ta.-:o3 place at a
relatively hl,gh level. In f'ot, univ .rsitles could maintain hi jh
academic standards even i.f a still larger por cent of the population
were to attend.
One fe.ct worthy of oui' attention and con si dora'i or; v/us presented 
in Blev7Gtt*s study — namely, "The apparent uoclino in verbal ibility in 
university- students is less likely to indie to fohlu o of instruction 
than to reflect the i.;.vict of cultur. ,1 trends upon the educ.itional 
system." 5̂
B. Blewett, "Decline of Verbal standards in Universities," 
School Boviev (Chicago, University of Chica,;o Pres.;, Soriviy, 19ÎP&) 
pp. 93-100.
14ibid., pp. 93-100.
^̂ Ibid.. pp. 93-100.
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Several studioj ivortoy of note nrve "been made of teotln^ programs 
and the resulto in tiae various fields where the testing pro^rmo were 
carried on. In some casos the results were used for placement purposes, 
in others for det-u-itiinin̂, the reliahiiity and validity of objective 
test in the field of gr_\m.nr, usa^s, and ceupooition, Ct-or progr jss 
Wine C-%ri-ied on for the purpo^e of noting improvement in the various 
phas- 3 of the Ungli .hi ca riculum. ,'ihile these studies were not similar 
to t..e one investigated by the a,uthcr, they wore relevant to the subject, 
rvcrill repoi’tod tint the freshmen enGorin̂ .; forceoter htate 
T'.'.cher Î College are tested in 3eptomber of their fir..t y ar, and the 
sopiioi'ioreu in Hay of the second y .ar, so th;..t appro:-n.rLutely two full 
year..- of college exposure has been sustained by students taidLng the 
AC3 /Ingli3! 1 Test. The results shew that the students mads considerable 
progress on the mechanical side of lunju .ge ezpro.,sion (i.e., in grazaaar, 
puncutation, oapi.alisation, spelling, etc.). Good improvement was 
also made in their ability to cxprosa meaning t.jxougn proper sentence 
sti'-j.cturo, facility in the u.,.e of ŵ ords, and organ!as.bion of ideas.
Vordenberg made a study at Indiana University to attempt to 
find -.n answer to the problem, "fhat does teat taking have in co;amon 
with theme writing?" and, 'To test and tnemes measure the name ability, 
and if so -.vhich abilities?" 7̂
^^Lawrence A. Avarill, "home Uses of the ACi] English Test in 
aorchostcr ,3t 'foaoziors Gollogs" fchool and society, 61:2^3-5, 
April 21, 1945*
I^Aesley Vordenberg, "A Comparison of Errors Hade By College 
Freshmen on the Cooperative English Test form l'̂àl and in Themes," 
The English -Journal, 41*428—429, 1992.
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The errorn Eu.de on the themes v.ere cor,ip:,red u'ith the orror.r tse 
freshaen û ide on the Cooperative hn̂ -lish Test, Form HI. Tho erroro 
woro ijToupod under five classifications; urmaar av:d diction, capitali­
zation, pionctaauion, sautocoe etructai'S, and 3_'>ellinr;.
no found that ./..on er oro rcro cruLi/.ud (:h-hot. test and 
tnonioo), ho.ern'o.vu .,oro uo.de ia spellings Folio,l/un spoiling’ in 
dccGGndirih order of frequency aere âruruur- a/ud diction, punctuation, 
cent on c a structure, and c a„ .1 >. u, lis at i o' :,
'.Then the eraors on the teat and in the t.resor; wore rannod 
a open at ol̂ ', t. a result j a pc.-rod as holloas:
ThfT
1. spelling
2. Grammar and diction
3. Punctuation
4. Capitalization
5* lentcuoe structure
JL - .h) Iiwh».-
1. dram^nr and diction
2. sentence structure
3. opellinj
4. Punctuation „
5* Capitalisation ^
Vordenhorj found th/it appromiartely 2j per cent of the errors 
in the themes were made in .sentence structure contrasted to the finding 
that about 11 per cent of tho errors on the test were made in sentence 
structure. Evidently the students v/ere .ore skillful in selecting the 
"best" sentences written by otho c than in constructing effective 
sentences in their o/m. themes*
pp. 423-429.
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In the themes, 38 per cent of the errors were made in £p*c*j3i::iar 
and diction, whereas on the test, only 24 per cent of the errors were 
me.da in ^amziar and diction.
In all other groups (spelling, punctuation, and capitalisation) 
the percentage of errors made on the test exceeded the percentage of 
errors made in themes. 9̂
Vordenherg concluded by noting that, "In general it may he 
said that this objective test offer some practice in areas of Shgiish 
usage which the student employs in his themesj however, the test also 
offers practice in areas which the student either avoids or simply 
does not use in his written work. On the other hand, the test neglects 
some areas in which the student obviously needs practice and measurement 
Of particular interest to the author of this paper w-'.s the 
study made at the University of Tennessee by K. L. Knickerbocker, 
entitled Placement of Preohnen In First -r̂ gi-ter E n g l i s h .
Two instruments w';r© used in the investigation: two forms of
the Coouer .tlve .ihi/ylish Placement Testa — OM and Til, ,.nd the themes 
wliich were used as a part of the Biglisk Pit cement Examinât ion.
Knickerbocker as a result of the investigation concluded:
There can be little question that the objective test was 
more efficient in revealing superior students and in rejecting 
mediocre ones than was the theme." A more telling point
^^Ibid., pp. 428-4 2 9.
^^Ibid., pp. 428-4 2 9.
PIK. L. Knickerbocker, "Placement of Freshmen in First Quarter 
English." Journal of Higher Education. 22:211-21p, 223, April, 1991.
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against the theme is its exclusiveness* It succeeds in 
ferreting out only about half of the truly superior 
students•22
Data from 538 University of Illinois Liberal Arts College 
freshmen in Rhetoric I were analysed by Berg, Johnson, and Larsen.
The/ found that the scores of an objective test in the mechanic.: of 
expression correlated as high as .6 9 with final grades in rhetoric.
They «xplainsd the nijh correlation by the fact that the preparation of 
rmmy students was ouch that instructors "probably view more sternly 
objectively ascertained errors such as "he don*t" and alright'* than the 
more subjectively determined errors as triteness and freshness of 
treatment * '*23
Kelly and Roberts commenting on the use of objective tests 
said, have fotmd that ability to detect and correct errors in 
exercises is not always accompanied by the ability to avoid similar or 
worse errors in original composition and that oonversly students 
really pxoficieant in composition may have indifferent success on a 
problem solving type of tejt. V.'o hold firmly the conviction that a 
student’s degree of proficiency in writing o;ui be det:rained only by a 
demonstration of that proficiency in w r i t i n g . 24
^^Ibid.. pp. 228,
23%rwin A. Berg a d others, "The Use of an Objective Test in 
predicting Grades,*' Educational and Psychological Moestix-cment, 5*429-3
w., 1945.
24Ibid., pp. 429-43 5.
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During the fall quarter of the ao&âemio year 1936-1937» the 
General Testing Bureau and the University of Minnesota Testing Bureau 
collaborated to detenaine the effihacy of sub—freshman course in 
English. The investigators, f-vary and hilllamson, observed tliat tee 
course in sub-freshman English, to wliich were assigned students with 
low verbal hbility as well as specific deficiencies in usage and spelling, 
wore not able to overcome these handicaps in three months time.^v
However, the evidence did show tuat a significant number of 
students who passed the sub—freshroan course were able to do satisfactory 
work in Composition 4 (course for College freshmen), despite the fact 
that they had not met the requirement of the placement system. Those 
students made significant gains in a standard test usage, even 
though as a group they did not reach the standard required of freshmen 
who were assigned to Composition 
The author concludes.
There is no escaping the fact that 3ub—fresîaman Composition 
deals with definitely inferior students. There are, of course, 
exceptions to the rule. Many sub—froshmen have actually dis­
tinguished themselves in advanced English courses ao well.
As was noted earlier in this review, aptitude and p'acement
tests have been used for purposes of prediction. It was not the purpose
of this study to predict, but the following excerpts from Glatfelter's
study wore noted because of the infonnation pertaining to the Cooperative
Engli_h Test in itr- relation to the ACS and the high school record.
^^Curtis E. Avery, et al., ’’Achievement of otudents in 3ub—Freslsman 
Composition", Journal of Educational Psycholo.qy, 29:297-266, 1933.
2^Ibid., 257-266.
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One hxmdred and twenty atudents wko entered Temple University 
in February, 1955» were used as subjects of 01atfelter*s study which, 
was done with the hope that, 'The score jivsn on the three parts of 
the tost ni,2ht ^ve inforioation to substantiate that presented hy the 
hijh school record and aptitude test."2?
As a result of this investigation Glatfeltcr concluded that 
"an adrâs licna officer is able to render a more intelligent decision in 
the admission of students whose performance in high school is not 
consistent with the scores made on an aptitude test if a rating on aïi 
additional test such as the Cooperative English test is available."2S 
He continues.
It migiit also be said that it would bo safe to admit 
students on the basis of their scores on the American Council 
Psychological Tost and the Cooperative English test, 
regardless of the courses or grades which appear on the high 
school record, provided that they^had the proper prerequisites 
for advanced courses in college."̂ 9
In 1536, Dora V. or.ilth and Constance McCullough published an 
analysis of the content of plaçaient tests in freshman English. Their 
major conclusion was, "That colleges were concerned vd.th a student's 
ability to use language correctly and effectively not to clc.s hfy forms 
or to talk about them in technical grammatical t e r m s . "30
F.. Glatfeltcr, "Tho Value of the Cooperative English Test in 
Prediction for Success in College," School end Society» 44:383—4,
3 ept emb er 19 » 1936.
28lbld., pp. 333-334  
29ibid.. pp. 3’3-384
^^Dora V. Smith and Constance McCullough, "An Analysis of the 
Content of Placement Tests in Freshmon English Used by One Hundred and 
Thirty Colleges and Universities", ;!!nj-tlioh Journal, 25:17—25»
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Tùe Study also pointed out that tlio perccntaje of schools 
including" technical In their tests ranjos frooi 31 per cent in
the Southern Association dorm to 1? psr cent in the ÎTorthY/estern Associ­
ation. î*our schools on tho Atlantic seaboard and throe in the hiddle 
■̂cst devoted 50 por cent of their test items to grammar. The major 
interest in the tests as a whole, however, is not in how much .jtudonts 
know about technical jramaar, but "lies in re&uirinj on the part of 
enterin̂ j student actual evidence of .bility to use lanjuaje effectively."3̂
Litsej, discussing the trend in college placement teats, 
some twenty yê iro after *mitii. and McCullough, made a similar observation - 
namely, that the colleges and universities are emphasizing the need 
to use language clearly and effectively. He also points out, "The 
ability to classify forms in grexi:;iatical terras Is being de-eciphasised 
almost to the point of negation".
In 1933, Litsey observed, more than sixty-five per cent of 
the it©03 in objective tests measured ability in yx-aiamatical usage, 
spelling, and the elements of punctuation. The percentage had risen by 
1953 to approximately eighty per cent. The tests reveal less concern 
with the niceties of diction and pua-icsi in expression.
In discussing the value of the essay examination Litsey notes 
that because of its uneconomical nature plus the difficulty of securing 
qualified roadors the essay Is u ed more frequently in small institutions.
^^Ibid.. pp. 17-25.
^̂ I»avid M. Litsey, "Trenda in College Placement Texts in Fi 
13}nrli3h." The English Journal. 45:2pO-2y6, May, I956.
^^Ibid., pp. 250-256.
. .an
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Edith M* Huddleston observed that one of the fundamental 
controversies in the history of toatinj has been the controversy over 
the relative merits of objective vs. subjective measuring techniques.
Tho essay test had been thou^ht of as the most direct approach to 
important ^oals. However, as far back as the 1830*3 it was realised 
that this type of test w s unreliable. Early studies sliowed dis­
crepancy among teachers* marks, and many studies since hî ve confirmed 
the fact*34
A review of the literature indicates that the unreliability 
of essay examinations is most pronounced in the area of English 
composition. In 1947 Adkins wrote, "Essay tests, no matter what their 
merits may bo, are commonly considered impractical if the number of 
subjects is at all sizeable because of the time required to score them.”35
Huddleston noted, "The reliabilities of the objective English 
section (*T3) and of the Verbal test (.96) are satisfactory. Erom the 
viewpoint of reliability and entire hour devoted to Objective English 
would be highly satisfactory yielding a coefficient of .g1 for an 
unspeeded test.
The re der reliability of the Es^ay question wis .62. This is 
unsatisfactory particularly in viev/ of the fact that the true reliability 
mu ,.t neco , ;arily be lower. "36
^Edith It, Huddleston, "Ke.-sur ment of Writing Ability at the College 
Level! Objective vs. Subjective Testing," Journal of 'brperlmontal 
3Muc--.t,ionj 22:16 5 -2 13, March, 1954*
3^rhid.. pp. 165-213.
^^Ibid.. pp. 165-213.
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Tb.0 concenaus of the writers of the literature reviewed baa 
be^ that the high school student should be prepared to express ideas 
in writing and speakinü* with reasonable ease and competence.
ivoaoniary Smith conducted a studjr at the Univei^ity of Colorado 
in which she compared the effectiveness of drill in mechanics with 
practice in writin£̂  as preparation and achievement on the English 
placement te t. The University of Colorado placeo its e.storing 
fre.îhù;en in tTrca, n xi E)\glî j. cooi' ; . acoorhing to their achievement on 
the placement test. Excluded from this . tudy were fre h::K;a nno did 
e--.ception-.lly wall .?nd therefore were permitted to omit t^e ro.-jul...r 
first q.u;irt3X' cl.Sves. Includod in t.-.u st .dy » ore cub—?re-;..imen a.ud 
regular fir.xt .quarter En^ii :li ol:-n.ios.
Turing the lull of 19>0, tho c two experiment 1 .̂rouys at 
tiiC' University of Colorado filled out quo ̂ tion'iii’-c3 describing the 
amount and kind of preparation they hx.d received in tiieir senior year 
in high >chool and an estimate of English preparation in prG\âou.. high 
chool yo ;ro. An analysis of the 713 que-,tionairos r /vaalod
1. Tho majority of itudents had had i.iore urill in mechanics 
than practice in writing. The percent go of otudsnto v*hth 
dr-ill in rr.oclxnics v/ s .ilig.j.tly hi,:J:i:-r than that of otudonto 
Who had had equal practice in both, but almo .t twice -;s ,.roat 
a the per cent of students wlto had had a greater acou.at of 
practice in v.ritin̂  than in drill in mechanics.3v
2. A coxpari on of tas extreme group.; (those having had drill 
in mechanics d.vily for a yo r and tho.je liaving had pq-actice in 
writing at le ;t once ,.e k durin^ tho year) revealed that a
^^ho e:miry a. h.iith, ".liffoctive rreparation for Colleg ; nglish, " 
vcnool. RoyiC iTT̂ 60;90-93, February, 19p2.
^̂ Ibid., pp. 90-93,
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a ter proportion of tixe -:tuJenxs placed in ub—fr;-: .iL'aan
.'.'n̂’Iiah (25,2 per cent) than in r Fre iiiia:jn
(21,8 per cent) had had a jrc .ter ..'aount of drill, th t a
greater proportion of the students placed in rejular
(3 '.p per cent) th si in -ub-frcjha.ui iin̂ 'lish (2^.0 per cent)
had had a greater amount of uritinj.39
"The m_jor conclusion of the stud^", according- to mith, "is 
that practice in v'.>ritir-j ic wore e'fectiv:. tu ,n drill in mecn nic.-j for 
Freoiua-oi In l̂l .a at the University of Color do". The author also notes, 
"That practice in v/ritin̂ ' may be ou nor \ or to drill in nischanios as 
preparation for student who rank fairly low in -chol.wtic aptitude."
The literature reviewed vv a larjcly rel ted to particular 
collê jes or schools and w:„s, therefore, of primary importance and 
interest to tue scho-'la in wliich the study was conducted, Ahlle the
reviews rel. te, as was noted before, to pi. cement of froslraen in
lün̂ li il courses, predictive values of the AC'S tests, tho Cooperative 
English Tests, and other te ts measuring aptitude and achievement, 
the relationship between academio aptitude and achievameiit was 
consiitent throughout the review. For this reason these readinya were 
pertinent to the primary purpose of this study.
^^Xbid., pp. 90-93. 
40ibid.. pp. 90-93.
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CHAPTER III 
METH0D3 OP PROCEDURE
Tho stud̂ y to be described in the following pa^es con^i^ted of 
the statistical correlations of raw scores earned by freshmen students 
from Butte Public HigLi School on both the AC.S and tho Cooperative 
Mechanics and Effectiveness Tests which are subdivisions of the English 
test. In this chapter will be presented an account of the materials 
used and the procedures adopted*
Description of the ACE. "The purpose of the ACE test", 
according to the author, "is to appraise what has been called scholastic 
aptituc'O or general intellig.nce vdtn special reference to the 
requirements of most college curricula.
The ajcasiination is so constructed as to yi Id a Total (T) ..core 
and two separate subscorco — namely, a subscoro for three linguistic
ptests and another subscore for three quantitative tests.^ Tao authors 
state that all of the tests have been included in several test erperimonts 
with factorial analysis to determine tne primary mental abilities.3
L̂. L. Thurstone and T. G. Thurstono, Manual of Initructions, 
American Council on Education Psychological Enaudnations for College 
Freshmen, 1947 Edition. (Washington, D.C., The ihnarican Council on 
Education, 1947) P* 2.
2lbid.. p. 2.
L̂# L. Thurstone and T. G. Thurstone, Manual of Instructioy\s, 
American Council on Education Psychological Examination for College 
Freshmen, 1990 Edition, 'Washington, D.C., The Am er lean Coimcil on 
Education, (l9^C,), p. 2.
—19*"
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The cjroupin̂ : of the six tests in two general classes is as
follows !
Quantitative Tests (T score)
Arithmetic Reasoning 
Rumher Series 
figure Analogies
Linguistic Tests (L Score)
Same - Opposite 
Complotion 
Verbal Analogies^
According to the authors the scores show roughly the mental 
alertness of tho student, but "they should not be thought of as 
measuring mentality with high a c c u r a c y ' ’. ^
Mental ages and intelligent quotients do not exist for these 
tests in the range of college students becaujo, as stated by the 
authors, college students ai-e assumed to score above the average for 
adult population of the country, and, consequently, they cmmot be 
assigned any mental ages for intelligent quotients.
The Thurstones state that norms should be given in terms of 
percentile ranks or standard scores for a given group,^
Super states that the reliability has been consistently 
high. Describing tn© contents of the tests, he note-;, "The items 
are probably less affected by Knowledge them tnose in moot group 
test 3, for the emphasis in selecting items was to choose those which
^roid., p. 2. 
^Ibid», p. 2, 
^Ibid.. p. 2.
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meaaure ability to manipulate symbole rather than maetery of pre­
viously learned facta#"?
In the artificial lanQJir.ge test, for ezzimple, the subject 
is given a new vocabulary into which he must make translations, and 
in the analogies tost he must pick out similarities and differences
pin unfamiliar symbols and forms.
These tests and items have been selected and modified from 
earlier tests and tried out over a pe iod of nearly twenty years 
on a large numbe of subjects, fith adequate funds for necessary 
research, they constitute sn unusually valid and reliable instrument.
Description of the Cooperative English Test. The Cooperative 
English Tost is made up of three separate teats s reading couprehension, 
mechanics of expres ion, and effectiveness of expression.
Pooley describes the tests as followsî
The test heading Comprehension contains two parts: 
vocabulary — meaning tested by five choices one of .hach 
is a synonym of tno given word, and speed and level of 
comprehension tested by responses to 17 brief reading 
selections draivn from widely different sources, informa­
tional, scientific, and literary. The teat ifc;chanios of 
Expression contains 60 items of grammatical usage placed 
in sentences, 4p items of punctuation, and 24 iter.is of 
capitalization, the latter two ty^es presented in lunning 
prose. C elling is presented in 60 items, each in a choice 
between a s.iss. e] led and a correctly spelled word. The 
test rffeotiveness of Expression contain, three parts.
Part I measures sentence structure and style by tne comparison of 
passages of prose placed in parallel columns and by an 
exercise in the choice frmong four versions of the same
?Donald E. i,uper, Appraislng Vocational Fitness (îiew York: 
Harper Dr,there, 1943), p. 117«
^Ibid.. p. 117.
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science. Part II is a test of active vocabulary in 
which the student must guess the word Intended by 
definition and by clues to the first word and length 
of the word. Part III measures organisation by rearranging 
disorganized paragraphs and by completing a partial out­
line. 9
In commenting on the test, Pooley says that the materials 
are well—chosen and clearly presented, the directions simple and 
concise. Dubious and controversial matter has been avoided.^0
Since Mechanics of Expression and Effsctivenesa of Expression 
were the parts of the Cooperative English Test used in this study, 
it was deemed advisable to discuss the two parts of the test at 
greater length.
Harris, in reviewing the Cooperative English Test, notes 
that the test of Mechanics of Expression measures directly such skills 
as proof reading, error location, and criticism of written materials.
He asserts that such skills may be important in their own right and 
as such constitute legitimate educational objectives, and that such 
skills may be related to the ability to use English effectively in 
speech and writing. ̂ ̂
Harris continues.
The Cooperative English Expression Tests provide objective 
measures of many of the various factors entering into composi­
tion ability. In developing the outline for the tests, an 
analysis was made of the different typos of skill and know­
ledge which go to make up the complex of ability to express
^Oscar K. Buros, The Third Mental Measurement Yearbook, (Hew 
BrunswickI Rugers University Presa, 1949)» 122.
lOlbid.. p. 115.
 ̂̂ Oscar K. Buros, The Fourth Mental Measurement Yearbook, (Hew 
Erunswiok* Rogers University Press, 1953), pp. 155-1!^.
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oneself in and the tests were organized so as to
measure as many of these types as possible. The tests should, 
therefore, provide reasonably and accurate measures of the 
factors involved in written czpresjion.lZ
Pooley considers the test one of the best in the field of
Pn^lish. The materials are well chosen and clearly presented. The
directions are simple and consioe, the materials have been cast into
natural settings and paragraphs. Mechanics are tested functionally
rather than in isolation from Eingli fa expression.13
The population. The subjects used in this studj'" consisted of
students who were graduates of Butte Public High School and who
entered Montana -tafca University in the fall guartere from 1943 to
19pG. T .0 ,0 Gtudonto for whom scores were not available on both
the ACS and the Cooperative tnglloh Tests were omitted in order that
the -ame number of cases might be used for the entire study. Three
students were thus eliminated, leaving 188 cases which were considered.
Gat ho. in g data. Lists of names of graduates were obtained
from the Admis ions OCfico at Montana Atate University and from the
office of the Butt© High Achool. Accordî of the results of the ACS
and Cooperative Iln.-rli -jh Tests were secured from the individual test
record cards on file in the Counseling Center at the University.
These records showed for each student a percentile and a raw score for
the i-.CB Test, and a percentile, raw score and scaled score for the
Coopéra-ive Sngll.h Examination.
I^Ibid.. p. 156. 
13n'Ibid., p. 120.
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Raw scores for tlie linguistic and Total ACE Tests for each 
individual were entered on charts* On the same cliarts the records 
of raw scores for the Mechanics and Effectiveness Tests were entered.
Statistical procedures. Frequency scores wore noted for each 
of the four tests in order to Aeteraine the assumed mean. The intervals 
for the frequencies were placed at ten for all tests excepting the 
Kffectiver.ess test. Here because of the narrow rc-inge from hi^ score 
to low score, the interval chosen w.s five. Means and standard 
deviations were then conputed according to the following formulas.
signia " & j '■ " ' ,
V  IT sigma fz^ (sigma fz^ )'
Because raw scores on one test are usually not comparable 
with raw scores on another test, it was necessary to us© a derived 
score. In this case the T score was used. T scores were computed 
by Dr. Bert E. Sappenfield.^^
+ 50
(The X was the low raw score).
{ X - a j + 50
(The X in this case was the hi^ raw score).
10The rate in each case we.3 determined by the formula —r-——  .Sî Xjol
^^Bert K- Sapoenfield, "A Rapid Method of Computing hitandard Scores", 
Journal of Ap lied Psychology, 31:636-639, December, 1947*
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A table waa tiien formed. Tbe low ? acore waa entered in. the 
cell of the table corxespondiîî a- to the lowest raw score.
To obtain eacdi successive score, the rate was added to the 
value already reached and each now value was entered in the proper coll 
of the table. This process of accumulating the "r?.te" until the hlc'h 
T score was reached was continued.5
The Pearson correlations, means, end standard deviation..̂  were 
computed from the formula on the scattergram.
The standard error of the mean of each measure, the standard 
error of the difference between means of pairs of measures, and the 
^  test of the significance of the difference between means were com­
puted according to the following formulas advocated by Guilford.
Sigma %  - \ i 2 2
V sigsa tl + sigmâ î
t » — %  (A t ratio for / .̂ .ffcrcncc between meana)^?Sigma £L. ' '
For ease of reference the moan, the standard deviation, and 
the standard error of the mean for each measure are recorded in Table I, 
Table II contains the statistics relative to the correlations and to 
the ̂  tests and differences in the moons between the pairs of measures. 
Tables III through VII, as shown in Appendix A, reflect the statistics
^^Ibid.t pp. 68—69,
P. Gux„fcrd, Fundamental htatistica in P-AVCholory and 
'"'due at ion, (iTev/ York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1933;, p. 216.
"̂̂ Ibld., p. 214.
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TABL:: I
Ti:3 zszoB oir T-
All ?02 ACE -T.% ATS :ZC5A%1C^ 0? ?%'A:7=I'T
AYD Z??3CTIVEC3F3 0?
Standard standard Error
Test Leon Tievi .tion of the Loan
ACS - TOTAL 49*74 10.80 .79
AC.ÏÏ — Llngui jtio 49*15 10.77 .79
Mochanioc of L’:rjjres„ion 9 0 .0 0 14.55 1.06
Effectiveness of Expression 54.07 9.96 .73
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TJ313 II
C02nEU.TIOiT3 .AJTI Î SCORES FOR ACS TE3Ï3 AITD
Tin: iisCHAi:xc3 of bifffsfiqr aitd ths
BFFECTIV2H333 OF EXPItSSSIOK TEST
jlschanios
of
Expression 
r t
Effectiveness
of
Expression 
r t
ACS Total ,62 .2 3 .68 5 .7 7
ACE Llîi;3t,ii3tic .5̂ .97 ,6 7 S . 07
ileohanica of Expression .61 4 -8 5
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pertinent to the particular pairs of rcecsures v.hich v;oro studied.
As noted in Table I, the moan level of perfcr-aancs far the 
subject ŝ ’oup tvas hijher on the Efrectiveness of the Ehprcssion Tost than 
on anp- one of the otaer three noosurea. The me n scores attained, by 
the students on these three tests aære so nearly oiual tb.r„t there is 
probably no sijnlfleant difference between any pairs of them.
Table II shows that scores obtainod on both parts of the ACE 
were more closely related to the scores obtained on the Effectiveness 
of rzpresslon Test than on the Mechanics of Expression Test, The mean 
scores on the Mechanics of Expression Test was more similar to the mean 
scores on the ACE tests than was the mean scoro on the Effectiveness of 
Expression Test»
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CHAPPEH IV 
SULEaRT Am) COFCLÜSIOÎTS
Sucmaiy. This study was an attempt to determine whether 
certain graduates of Butte Public El^ School exhibited a significant 
difference in performance on teats of effectiveness of expression and 
mechanics of expression at the college level* A secondary purpose of 
the study was to attempt to determine the degree of relationship 
between measured general academic ability and performance in areas of 
mechanics and effectiveness of expression.
Pearson r correlations, means, and standard deviations were 
computed from the formula on the scattergran̂ s.
Ponmilas advocated by Guilford were computed to find the 
standard error of the di.’Perence between means of pairs of measure, 
end to find the Jb test of the significance of the difference between 
the means.
Conclusions* An indication of the study was to the effect 
that mechanics of expression may have been stressed in the instruction 
of English at the Butte Public High School to the possible neglect of 
instruction in the effectiveness of expression. However, 188 graduates 
of that school who later enrolled as freslimen at Montana State University 
showed greater proficiency as a group on the test purported to measure 
effectiveness of expression than they did on a test purported to measure 
mechanics of expres ion. Moreover, the average performance of the group
“29-
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ori tiio of joneral aoidaalo Ability wT.i. cloaor to Ita :\vc\--.._:q
porCor/turoicc on a t© t of oacnrjilon of cn-roaGiort tlifin on Itn uvoraje 
PGrfora:mc0 on a tent of offeotivoneno of ex/rcooloo. lô .'ovvr, tko 
per fora moo of tho croup v.o indicated by coefficients of correlation on 
the to ,t of (general ricador.'Jla ability ae well an on t;o nub-tont of verbal 
ability wno sore closely minted to its perforuanco on too te -t of 
effootiv-nons of ezprooslon than on the tent of aoch.inioo of exproaelon.
In-;tmot ion in ::.ocbonica of crcpi'o eaion m y  h; vo ro-.nltod in 
Inoraaood proficiency In ©ffoctiveneso of a:-:pr©sal on, eventually 
mh'dliVj for /Treator old.ll in effectlvoncno of erorof.-. i.x'. than in machanicB 
of expression.
G onornl actdo /aic a p t itu d e  niay liova been z.ozj c lo :-o ly  r e la te d  
to  scch'.jriic'. o f  c:;prc3 io n  th m  *"..o vorb;..l a p titu d o  a lo n e , ^ a i le  ...oneral 
aoaderaic a p t itu d e  and v e rb a l a p t itu d e  ^ero e li:o o t e q u a lly  -art tve ll 
r e la t e d  to  o ffo c tiv o n e . .n o f  c r i/rc o o lo n .
dGCotrr -onduti .03* I'hc ijoplicaaior.',: of taic study should to 
to direct the erufuanio in hijh school : hyll-h to tho fmin objective of 
co:r,i>Oôi tion — the ability to express ideas in wrltlrj.
A ifrtjo t amount o f  p ra c t ic e  in  t .- r it in y  may bo at l& ...jt a a 
effective as is drill in nschnni oo in yrco ri/i..; hi,, h ..cho 1 .-fcudoats 
for colle.yc? therefore, a con :idcrablc sorl: in puro co,.:po.iiti:ri should 
bo otro.-î.'.îed a« part of the hiji echo .--I projmio.
:lo\7svor, mcchanlcc of expraccion end the ,,y o? yrxrr.iur
need not be neglected to the point of oblivion - r thor for tho student 
they should become a Vital aid in uttainin,; yr-. tor shill in sritiziy.
r.ho atudri'' -K-ould eoca to indicate thr t 1 yrovcaont in ..vittea 
oompooition would com© a« a result of an eniicament of the pro^rum*
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Heed for further study» To further ̂ tudy the effectiveness
of composition as shown by these students on the Effectiveness of
^Zpresolon Test, and grades on themes which were administered as part 
of the entrance teat* correlations between theme grades and Effectiveness 
of Expression Tests might be computed.
An attempt might be made to determdne why there was greater
variability on the Mechanics of Expression Tests than there was on the 
Effectiveness of Expression Tests, by studying two extremes of the 
population - namely, those who have performed exceptionally well, and those 
Wiio have not performed as well as the average, both on aptitude and 
Stiglish tests.
Too, the results of the ACE tests, the Effectiveness of 
-'repression Test, and the Mechanics of Excresoion Test might be correlated 
with grades these stude-itreceived in English at the end of the first 
or second guarter :it M ntana State University.
To complete the study, norms for the University population 
might be established and correlated with scores made by the group on 
both the ACE Tests and the Cooperative English Tests of Mechanics and 
Effectiveness of Expression.
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M L S  III
THS M M ,  STAITDARD LZT/Mim M D  irAITLARB ERROR 
OF THE M M  FOR THE ACE - TOTAL TEST 
CITD KECHARIC.f OF EXFRS33I0ÎÎ TS'jT
ACE TOTAL
T5E.T
MEOHARICS OP
EXPRESSION TEST
ÏTuniber of Cvisea 188 188
Mean (ïï) 49-74 5 0 .0 0
standard deviation (siŝ raa) 10.80 14.55
Standard error of tko Mean .79 1.06
Standard error of difference
of mema (siépaa d^) 1.11
Difference of means %ILl) .2 6
t ratio (t) .23
Coefficient of correlation (r) .62
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TABLE IV
TT:ÏS itSAIT, STAÎTBAHI) DEVI.ÆIQKS AITB .̂ TA%DABB E1B03 OR 
TES MEAN FOR TH3 ACS - LUSTGUIoTIC T&5T AÎTB 
TEE MSCIIAITICv OF EXPRIB.:I0H TEST
ACS - LETGUIGTIC ASGÜAIÎICg OF
TEST rCCPRSSSlOR TEST
îTiiaber of cases 183 188
Mean (M) 49.15 50.00
Standard deviation (sigma) 10*77 14*55
Standard error of the Mean .79 1.06
Ji
Standard errors of difference .61
of means (sigma d*^ 4.92
Difference of means 7m) 8.07'
T ratio (t) .67
Coefficient of correlation (r)
* Significant at the i;;S level of confidence or higher
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TiJsLS V
•THE lEJVIATlCST Eiri) Z5RCE OF
THE MEAH FOR THE ACE - TOTAL TE3T A:'TD THE 
EFFECTIVI1TE3S OF EXA3B33lCaî TEST
ACE TOTAL OF
T2L:T LXPR.'O:3I0ir TE;T
ITumber of caoes iGG 188
Mean (m ) 49-74 94.07
Standci-rd deviation (eignia) lO.cO 9-9^
Standard error of the Mean .79 .73
(alcma ĵ)
tan dard error of difference
of means (siiCraa &^) .79
Difference of meano (DM) 4*33
t ratio (t) 9-77*
Coefficient of correlation (:•) .63
^ Significant at level of confidence or higher
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T/iBLS VI
TH.ii i'ïEAa, DilV^I^iTlOF, AITD GTÀlTD/uüD ERliOIi ‘.;F
TKS ME/fT FOR THE ACS - 
T 'lE  EFFSG TIVSISoS
D IC G U IS T IC  TEST AITD
OF EvPRSjhl-'R T.EoT
iluinher of Caaes 188 188
L'ean (M ) 49.15 54.07Standard dovic tion (aigrna) 1 0 .7 7 9.96-tandard error of the t'ean 
(cigrjaM)
.79 .7 3
standard error of difference
of means (sigma d^) Difference of means
.61
4.92t ratio (t) 8.0 7*Coefficient of correla tion ( r ) .67
*Significant at 1/ level of confidence or higher
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TABLE VII
THA 3TAA3ABII DEVIATION, AND STANDA:iD ERlùOR OF
THE llEAN POE THE MECHANIC:? OP EXPEKTOUN TE3T 
AND TIE H^PECTIVE'E:; ; DP EXPRESSION TEST
L1ECHAî:IG/> DP EPPACTIVEPSSo QP
EXBEEJSION TEST EXPEE<?ION TEST
Nimber of Cases 188 188
Mean (M) 50 34 -07
Standard deviation (sigma) 14-55 9-96
Standard error of the Mean 1-06 ,73
(BigEnaiî)
Standard errors of difference -84
of means (sigma djj)
Difference of means (DJ) 4,07
t ratio (t) 4-8j*
coefficient of correlation (r) -61
"* si^ifleant at level of confidence or higher
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